
Dossier

Khwarezm

Muhammad II of Khwarazm
- Shah of the Khwarezmian Empire. Attacked the Diplomats sent by Genghis Khan and

currently embroiled in tensions with the Mongols
Terken Khatun

- Mother of Muhammad II of Khwarazam and a powerful individual in the Khwarezmian
Empire. Previously regent of the Empire until Muhammad the II came to again so had
experience with ruling.

Jalal al-Din Mangburni
- Illegitimate Son Muhammad II of Khwarazam. Currently General in the Khwarazm Army.

Inalchuq
- Governor of Otrar in the Khwarezmian Empire who attacked the Convoy of traders from

Mongolia. Wanted by the Mongols for this and protected by Muhammad II.
Timur Malik

- Governor of Kuajand in the Khwarezmian Empire. Valiant fighter who rules the old city in
the fertile Fergana Valley.

Jin

Emperor Xuanzong of Jin
- 8th Emperor of the Jurgen Dynasty in China. Recently lost a war against the Mongol

Empire and is facing internal instability due to various conflicts inside the realm.
Puxian Wannu

- Jurchen Warlord who created a short-lived Eastern Xia Kingdom. He wants control over
the Jurchen realm and is willing to work with previously considered enemies to achieve
this.

Wanyan Shouxu
- Son of the Emperor Xuanzong of Jin in line to inherit the throne. Smart person who is

looking to improve the lands of the Jurgen Dynasty.
Wanyan Chenglin

- General and respected person by the Emperor of Xuanzong. Descendant of previous
Jurchen emperors.

Empress Rensheng
- Wife of the Emperor Xuanzong and powerful person within the empire. Had power in the

Royal household and was trusted by the Emperor Xuanzong.



Liao
Yelü Hanshe

- Liao Dynasty Decedent who led a rebellion against the Jin and established the Eastern
Liao. Ally of Genghis Khan and helping him in its fights with the Jurchens

Xi-Xia

Emperor Shenzong of Western Xia
- Eighth Emperor of the Western Xia Dynasty and came into power with a coup d’etat of

his predecessor.
Li Dewang

- Second Son of the Emperor Shenzong. Person that has respect within the Western Xia
(Xi-Xia)

Goryeo

Gojong of Goryeo
- Ruler of the Goryeo with power and influence in the region.

Choe U
- Military Leader of the Goryeo and powerful military strategist

Kim Chwi-ryeo
- A General for the Goryeo military. He is highly renowned for his efforts in fighting off Mongol

Forces.
Queen Wondeok

- Mother of Gojong of Goryeo. Queen mother and has responsibilities of one. Very old at
the age of 52 years old and is restricted to household duties.

Southern Song

Emperor Ningzong
- Ruler of the Southern Song and powerful leader within the area. Controlled the rich area

of Middle China and had a great appreciation for Chinese culture.
Empress Yang



- Wife of the powerful Emperor Ningzong in the Southern Song Empire. Considered a
wise and powerful leader who is slowly having to take responsibility from her slowly
aging husband.

Zhao Hong
- Heir Apparent of the Southern Song Empire and adopted son. Powerful person that may

want to ally as he is in line to control the vast resources of the single empire.
Shi Miyuan

- Powerful Song Politician with great influence throughout the Song Empire. Considered to
be the most powerful person in the Song empire apart from the Emperor and Empress.


